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you noknow, sincere and apologizing for 
whatever happened. >> i think he's still 
very trustworthy. i like what he's done for 
the state. >> there's a traffic jam on 
his career path right now. >> reporter: 
daniel douglas is director of the william 
j. hughes crepter for public policy and 
Richard  Stockton  College  of new 
jersey. he believes governor christie is now 
bleeding from a self-inflicted wound caused 
by his own administration. will this do in any 
presidential hopes for him? >> i think it's too 
early to tell. but it's certainly not 
something he was looking to have 
happen when he was going to be celebrating 
his second term pm i don't think he'll be 
going to iowa any time soon. or any other 
state because he needs to demonstrate that 
he has a hands-on approach to what's going 
on in his government. and to get control of it 
and to see what the facts truly are. >> 
reporter: but douglas is certain that today's 
lengthy news conference will provide the governor's critics with a boatload of sound bites that can be taken in or out of conte xt 
to make him look bad. live in atlantic city, i'm ted greenberg, nbc 10 news. >> stay with nbc 10 for the latest developments on  
the jersey jam. our coverage continues ri ght now on nbc10.com. logon for complete timeline of events as well as a closer 
look at the players. >>> now to the weather. and tonight we're keeping an eye on the big thaw and flooding concerns. as well 
now as a chance for a wintry mix for your morning commute. nbc 10 first alert meteorologist sheena parveen is here to track all  
of that for us. >> jim, we'll start with the flooding concerns. we've been telling you about the ice jams along the 
delaware river. the flooding threat does lie along the delaware. the biggest threat is the delaware river near trenton. this is  the 
area we are going to be watching as we go through the next couple of days. we do have flooding concerns because of the ice 
jams, again, along the delaware river near trenton. the ice will  be melting soon. this could be causing flash flooding for some  
areas. we've already gotten flood reports. in  some cases some roads had to have been closed already. the ice coming onshore 
is another concern. you want to stay away from the banks and re ally avoid driving in flooded roadways. you never want to drive 
through flooded roadways or any floods you see. keep that in mind. we'll continue tracking it as we go over the next 24 
hours especially. future weather picking up on some snow and ra in off to our west. as we go into tomorrow morning, it moves 
into the area. we are talking about for part of the area a wintry mix for your morning commute. coming up, we'll take a 
closer look at this. also a big warmup as we go into the w eekend. that's straight ahead. >> thanks, sheena. >>> frozen and 
thawing waters now causing headaches for city ... 
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